SHIPPING CONTRACT
Dear Valued Customer,
This Shipping Contract will serve as a mutual agreement intended to cover a series of shipments handled
by Airfrigo USA, Inc. on behalf of the shipper undersigned below. This agreement is governed by the
Condition of Carriage statement shown on the back of each of our invoices. This contract becomes
effective 7 days from the date of signed receipt. Airfreight shipments will not be accepted until a
signature is obtained and on file 7 days prior to shipping as per TSA IACSSP 001-08-H.
Due to the tragic incidents of 9/11, TSA has set strict mandates to screen 100 % of all cargo destined for
transport on passenger aircraft. The shipper agrees that he/she will not tender to Airfrigo USA Inc. for
transportation any cargo that is restricted by the FAA, TSA or any other government agency including
explosives, incendiaries or hazardous materials. The shipper also agrees that he/she will maintain
possession of the shipment and protect from tampering until the shipment is tendered to Airfrigo USA
Inc. I am aware that all cargo tendered for transport on passenger aircraft is subject to screening,
and from this date forward I give my consent.
In the instance of Dangerous Goods exempt from screening; the shipper accepts responsibility to
properly identify, classify, and label any cargo that is considered a Dangerous Good. The shipper agrees
that any cargo tendered to Airfrigo USA Inc. for transportation on aircraft is in compliance with all
identification requirements, shipping restrictions or limitations in accordance with TSA and IATA DGR
standards and that the documentation fully and truthfully reflects the content of the cargo.
This Shipping Contract is only intended to satisfy FAA/TSA Security Guidelines and is not intended to
commit either party to the airfreight rates offered as attached. Please scan & e-mail this completed
shipping contract to: admin@airfrigo-usa.com .
Sincerely,
____________________________________________
Jeffery Hitt
Airfrigo USA Inc.

______________________________________________
COMPANY NAME

_________________
Date

_____________________________________________________________
CONTACT NAME & SIGNATURE

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS

_____________________________________________
PHONE NUMBER

______________________________
DATE

